
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO THE OUTDOORS

When camping in cold weather, it's important to be extra prepared for the
dropping temperatures at night. Before going to bed, try filling up a hard plastic
water bottle with hot water and sleep with it between your legs. This is where your
femoral artery comes close to your skin, so it will heat up your blood and make
you warmer. Make sure you have the right gear before you go. A sleeping bag’s
temperature rating is based on the temperature at which the bag will keep you
functioning, but it doesn’t ensure warmth or comfort. If you easily get cold
consider investing in an extra-warm sleeping bag. If you have wider hips or you
get cold feet, try a "women-specific" sleeping bag. These bags have a flared hip
area and additional insulation in the chest and footbox. However, temperature
rating should always be considered over cut. If you can, make room for two
sleeping pads (one foam, one inflatable) and put the foam on the bottom as an
extra barrier from the cold.
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Cold Weather Camping
When setting up your campsite think about where you're positioned. If it's windy,
build up a snow wall around your tent to reduce wind impact and face the
entrance of your tent away from the wind. Loose snow is melted faster by your
body than packed, so use your boots or snowshoes to pack down the snow under
your tent before putting it up. When you do put up your tent, be sure to use snow
stakes, as normal tent stakes won't be very effective. 

At night flip your water bottle
upside down. Water freezes
from the top, so if
temperatures are below
freezing you can still turn your
bottle over and have some
sips of water.

Dealing with Weather

Pack extra fuel and a
large pot in case you
need to unfreeze your
water or  melt snow for
more water.

Food and Drink
Bring cocoa, tea or
coffee for hot
beverages and eat
soups for meals.

Check out this video from
REI on winter camping
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To purify the water, boil it or add a purifier.
It will need to be strained to get impurities

like rocks and pine needles out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReanLLCCKIc


LIGHTNING
SAFETY

Your tent will not 
protect you from 
lightning. If a 
thunderstorm is 
approaching try to get 
into a vehicle or a solid building, like an
alpine hut. Picnic shelters and outhouses
are not safe buildings since they have no
method to ground a lightning strike.

Camping in the Rain

SEEK SHELTER

CHECK THE WEATHER
Look up the weather 
forecast beforehand and 
constantly check if there 
are changes in conditions. 
Turn around if you doubt you can find a
safe place in time.

STAY LOW
Avoid setting up your

tent in a high or exposed
place or next to tall and

isolated trees. Take
shelter from a storm in a

low lying area.

Check out the National
Outdoor Leadership School

(NOLS) for more information 

On sweltering days in the middle of summer, set up camp near
a body of water so you can easily cool off. This is great for
your pets and kids! It’s a good way to stay active and get your
energy out while remaining comfortable and safe. If it’s not
raining, try leaving your rain fly off. This creates more
circulation in your tent and makes for a better night's sleep.
Find a place with shade to camp or create your own shade by
putting up a tarp. Most importantly, bring plenty of water.
Freeze extra water to act as ice packs while they're cold and
more drinking water once thawed. Freeze any food you’re not
eating the first day to keep it fresh.

When setting up your camp, put up a tarp with a drain edge so that
water doesn’t pool and weigh it down. If you are not on a campsite
with a tent platform set up on a slight slant so water flows down
instead of collecting under your tent. If you’re expecting wind in
addition to rain, set up with the entryway facing away from the wind
so that rain doesn’t get blown into your tent when you try to go
inside. One of the most important items to bring when you are
expecting rain is a dry bag or trash bag to separate your dry and wet
clothing. You’ll need to isolate your wet gear, if you have any damp
layers the wetness will spread through your tent. A headlamp and
indoor activities like cards or books are non essential, but help make
the dark and stormy days a little less dreary.

Camping in the Heat
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https://www.nols.edu/media/filer_public/fa/96/fa96d71d-df6b-487f-9e48-6b5a84de50b9/outdoor_lightning_risk_management-gookin.pdf

